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the Diwani of the Sarkars of Chicacole and Rajamahundry
respectively in Mubariz Khan's time, and had been on very
friendly terms with him, were graciously pardoned when
they came to offer their allegiance and were reinstated in
their former positions. Khwaja 'Abdullah Khan was further
received into favour by his appointment to the post of
KJiansaman (Lordsteward) during the absence of Ihtida
Khan. 'Ibadullah Khan was duly confirmed in the faujdari of
the Sarkar of Murtazanagar and was complimented with the title
of Abul Wafa Khan. The Sarkars of EUore and Mustafanagar
•were placed under the control of Faizullah Khan and
Agha Mu'in Khan respectively, both being honoured with
the title of "Khan".1
After making these administrative arrangements, Nizamu'l-
Mulk started for the Carnatic, which country was still to be
brought under control. It was the general principle of Nizam-
u'1-Mulk's policy to confirm all the officials appointed by
him before his going to Delhi, or afterwards appointed by
Mubariz Khan during his absence, unless some very grave
political reasons prevented him from doing so. In accordance
with this policy 'Abdul Nab! Khan, faujdar of Cudappah,
and Rindaulah Khan, faujdar of Kurnul, were confirmed in
their posts. The Mahal of Adoni (Jmtiazgarh) was taken out
of the hands of Rindaulah Khan and placed under Sanaullah
Khan, son-in-law of Mubariz Khan. As the fortress of
Adoni enjoyed considerable strategic importance, Sultan cAli
Khan was appointed its QiTidar and honoured with a robe
of honour. Generally QiTidars of important fortresses were
allowed to have direct dealing with the Subedar instead of
through the faujdars.2
During his administrative tour of the Carnatic, all the
big zemindars came to pay their respects and offer homage
to Nizamu'1-Mulk. Sa'adatullah Khan, deputy governor
(Naib) of Arcot and Carnatic, also came to express his senti-
ments of loyalty to the new regime and secure confirmation
for himself in his post.3 The zemindar of Seringapatam came
with presents and was duly honoured by Nizamu'l-Mulk. Tahir
Muhammad Khan and cAbid Khan, influential faujdars in
the Carnatic, also came to offer submission to the new
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